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Abstract: A Log is consists of much helpful data regarding activities or events of systems and networks and these data having number of attributes and own syntax. These logs are made-up of events which has been done by users on systems or in networks. These information is very expensive for organizations. These logs are used for finding problems, to optimize performance, to record all events, and to investigate malicious activity in systems or networks. So, protection from attackers is required. Hence organization should maintained integrity, confidentiality, security of logs. The capital expenses will be very less to maintain logs for organizations for longer period. Hence in this paper, we propose more effective secure cloud based log management to decrease cost and provide security of logs from attackers. By using encryption and MAC provide secured log.
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1. Introduction

A Log information is the records the information of all events or activities on a system or application or on network running in any organization. Log files are very important to find problems immediately. They have occurrences and able to solve problems. Log files are used to identify the security incidents, fraudulent activities, and policy violations. Logs consists of expensive and important information for organization so there should be some protection from third party attacker.

1.1 Log Generation and Maintenance

The log generation is depends on protocols on syslog. We have to achieve securities of logs likes provide partially protections, syslog-sign, syslog-ng, integrity of audit logs, delivery of syslog and many more from attackers.

Now-a-days size, format of security log are increased faster. These logs require number of steps to computer secure log management. Steps are generations, storage, analyzing, transmission, displaying of secure log data.

For any type of organization have log generation and maintenance is more complicated by number of factors, like lot of log resources, improper log contents, lack of proper format, and timestamps of sources, and large volumes of log data. Log management require maintenance also, this maintenance means to achieve properties for e.g. confidentiality, integrity, and availability of logs. To Designing secure logging information for all the above challenges cloud management is best way for any organization.

1.2 Delegating Logs to Cloud storage

The cloud storage is best medium to storage purposely and having access from any where. The cloud storage have to minimum resources from end users. In cloud storage any type of data is delivered as a service (XaaS) and there are three main service model:

1)Software as a Service (SaaS) - This Software as a Service is to provide or deliver softwares over internet.

SaaS consist of running the software on the provider’s cloud infrastructure. The software delivery is to a single or multiple clients as per demand through a thin client (e.g. browser).

2)Platform as a Service (PaaS) - This Platform as a Service provides the flexibility for a client to building, developing, testing and deploying applications on provider’s platform. PaaS hoster provides the infrastructure besides PaaS. The provider provides the platform and development tools to the end PaaS user.

3)Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - This Infrastructure as a Service provides access to resources as on demand such as networking related works, servers and storage for organization, can be accessed with a service API.

The ownership over the infrastructure of cloud computing is depends on following four deployment models and this raises security issues.

A. The Public Cloud – It is basic view of cloud computing. This Public cloud generally owned by large organization, to make its infrastructure for providing availability to the general public over the Internet by a tenant model on self-service basis. This Public cloud is cost effective cloud for saving, security, privacy issues from physical/ actual location of the infrastructure provides.

B. The Private Cloud – This private Cloud infrastructure is used by a single tenant environment, and which is to be manage by the single tenant organization or by third party within or outside the tenant premises. This cloud having more cost than the public cloud model.

C. The Community Cloud – This Community Cloud model infrastructure used or shared by multiple organizations of a specific community, which is to be managed by any one of the organizations or a third party.

D. The Hybrid Cloud – This Hybrid Cloud model is a combination of any two or all of the three models discussed above. However user can select the models based on organization’s requirements but the major security issues raises in cloud computing are availability of data, data secure, third party control, Privacy and legal issue based on the model.
1.3 Secure logging and Its challenges:

The above discussed issues over a cloud environment have to provide a secured logging as a services, there are some properties to achieve are as below:
a) **Availability** – Availability property of a cloud management describes that the logs over cloud storage must be available any time as per required. This availability is a high prior for cloud database users.
b) **Verifiability**: Verifiability with respect to Cloud management property is to verify each and every entry in the log is present and does not modified from attacker. Each and every entry in logs must be verified its authenticity independent of others, and there must be all entries have linked together in such a way that to determine whether any entries are missing or not by using this linked entries..
c) **Privacy**: On Cloud, Log records would be distributed globally which may raises issue of data exposure and privacy of information over a Cloud.
d) **Confidentiality**: Log records should not be easily searched to get sensitive information called as Confidentiality. Only Legitimate search access to users such as auditors or system administrators should be allowed. No one have privileges to prevent an attacker who has logging system from accessing sensitive information that the system would put information in future log entries, aim of this is to protect the pre-compromised log records from confidentiality breaches.

To achieve all these above challenges a secure way log generation for e.g. extracts, transforms, and encryption must be required.

2. Literature Survey

This section describes some techniques for Secure Logging with disadvantages as shown in Table 1.

C. Lonvick, D.Ma and Indrajit Ray and co-authors introduced the major techniques and models used for secure logging. The different authors introduced different techniques, but these are often so inaccurately in practice it is not possible to verify performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Researcher</th>
<th>Month and Year</th>
<th>Proposed Technique</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M. Bellare &amp; B.S.Yee</td>
<td>Nov 1997</td>
<td>Forward integrity of log information</td>
<td>Requires guaranteed server to maintain secret keys, and it may be attacked by unauthenticated user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.New &amp; M.Rose</td>
<td>Nov 2001</td>
<td>Reliable Syslog</td>
<td>Doesn’t prevent against confidentiality breaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.E.Holt</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Logcrypt</td>
<td>Truncation Attack possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.Ma &amp; G. Tusdik</td>
<td>March 2009</td>
<td>Forward Secure sequential aggregate authentication</td>
<td>Efficient but very costly method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.Kelsey &amp; J.Callas</td>
<td>May 2010</td>
<td>Syslog-sign</td>
<td>Does not provide privacy or confidentiality during transmission of data or at end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balabit IT Security</td>
<td>Sept 2011</td>
<td>Syslog-ng</td>
<td>Does not protect against log data modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indrajit Ray &amp; K. Belyaev</td>
<td>June 2013</td>
<td>Secure Logging As A Service- Delegating Log Management to the Cloud</td>
<td>Most efficient and secured technique but loosely coupled architecture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Proposed Work

The most contributions are the design for the various parts of the system and develop encrypted protocols to maintain integrity and confidentiality problems during storing, maintaining, and retrieving log records at the honest however curious cloud provider and in transit. One most disadvantage of existing system is that it cannot show the confidentiality and privacy with log file storage and retrieval. The client uploads information in batches wherever every batch is delimited by a start-of-log record and an end-of log record. The cloud provider can get log records from its authenticated clients. Thus, throughout upload logging client must authenticate to cloud to prove that the client had obtained previous authorization from the logging cloud to use the latter’s services. However, it cannot wish the identity of the logging client to be connected to any of its transactions include the authentication method. For this purpose develop four protocols for retrieval, deletion, upload of log knowledge.

3.1 Upload-Tag Generation

An uploaded log batch of log records should be stored with index key. Index key is most important to provide guarantee that key value can’t be suggested to the logging client or the logging monitor to seek the data. So, the log data is to be store at the cloud by generator upload tag. This upload tag has been created by the logging client in co-operation with the log monitor. It is generated by publicly available data. To Retrieved log details from the cloud by the logging monitor can send a request of retrieve to the logging cloud using upload tag. The upload tag is not sent in an encrypted message. Any attacker can try to use the upload-tag to retrieve the log data. The log data must be deciphered if and only if the corresponding decryption key is available.

3.2 Upload logs data

The entity that requires to that upload the log data sends a request message. In the request message consists of the upload-tag of related to the desired log data. By using the
communication channel the logging monitor can send log data to the logging cloud. In the upload message none value use individually or in a group can be tied to the logging client. The logging cloud and logging monitor send pre-defined formatted message to the logging cloud in order to the upload or retrieve any piece of information.

3.3 Retrieve Log Data

This protocol is use to download log data from cloud, and send retrieve request with the upload-tag corresponding to the desired log data. The logging cloud can get the data from its storage location and sends that data over the channel to the requester. The cloud provider does not require to authenticate the requester of logging client. This is require for quality of the log batches has been encrypted, the retrieved data is useful only to those who have the valid decryption keys.

3.4 Delete Logs

The requester sends an delete message to the logging cloud to delete log data. The cloud gives the response to requester as a challenges to the requester. The authorization proves to delete by presenting a correct delete tag.

4. System Architecture

The Architecture of the secure cloud log management system is shown in above Fig. There are four important parts in this system.

1) Log Generators

Log Generators are computing devices that are use to generate log information. Each and every organization that adopts the cloud-based log management services to log generates. Every generator is capable of logging. The log files generated by these hosts aren't hold on local machine except temporary until they're pushed to the logged client.

2) Logging client or Logging Relay:

The logging client is act as collector that receives group of log records generated by one or a lot of log generators, and prepares the log information in order to that it may be pushed to the cloud for future storage. The log information is transferred from the generators to the client in batches, either on a schedule, or as and once required depends on the quantity of log information waiting to be transfer. The logging client combines security protection on batches of accumulated log information and pushes every batch to the logged cloud. Once the logging client pushes log information to the cloud it acts as a logging relay. The term logging client and logging relay use to interchangeably. The logging client or logging relay may be enforced as group of collaborating hosts. For simplicity, we tend to assume that there's one logging client.

3) Logging Cloud

The logging cloud provides future storage and maintenance service to log information received from completely different logging clients to different organization. The number of logging cloud is maintained by a cloud service provider. Those organizations that have signed to the cloud’s services will transfer information to the cloud. The cloud, as per demands from a company can delete log information and perform log rotation. Before the cloud can delete or rotate log information it require a proofs from the requester that the latter is allowed to form such demands. The logging clients generates such proofs. However, the proof may be given by the logging client to any entity that it needs to authorize.

4) Log Monitor

These are hosts that can be used to monitor and review log information. They'll generate queries to retrieve log information from the cloud. These monitors can perform additional analysis as per demands. They'll additionally raise
the log cloud to delete log information for good, or rotate logs.

We assume that the organization maintains the log generators and also the logging client. The log monitor may be maintained by organization or may be a separate entity. The logging client also can play the role of a log monitor. We tend to develop our model that the log monitor could be a separate entity that's trust by the logging client. The logging client and log monitor operate freely of every other, they'll communicate in asynchronous manner. This implies that if a logging client needs to send some information to the log monitor (vice versa), the sender can’t expect the receiver to be on-line to receive the info. As a result the sender has got to publish the info in some location and also the receiver wants retrieve the info from there once required. The logging cloud facilitates this communication by receiving and servicing applicable requests. The logging client and also the log monitor communicates with the external world, over associate an unencrypted network that gives full-duplex communication. Our proof-of thought example gets this service from the network. Attacks on the Tor network that breach anonymity of communication parties, are well studied and solutions planned. Protect the communication channel is on the far side the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we've got reviewed some existing techniques for secure logging system. For every technique, we've got provided detail explanation with the new contributions and limitations. From this analysis, variety of short and limitations were highlighted of those techniques. Further study of development of efficient technique, use cloud architecture for secured log with encrypted log records. And to construct architecture that reduces cost and overhead to secure log records of an organization.
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